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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.

Which result of the REST API configuration on a Cisco APIC is
true?
A. It recovers a disconnected leaf
B. It deletes a leaf switch from eth1/49
C. It recovers a disconnected APIC node
D. It recovers a disconnected Spine
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Bob is using a new sniffer called Ethereal.
However, it seems that Bob can only see packets that are sent
from and to his own network interface card (NIC). He cannot see
any traffic from the other station.
What could be the cause of Bobs problem? (Select two)
A. The NIC is not in promiscuous mode
B. The network is using UDP traffic
C. Bob is connected to a switched network
D. The sniffer does not support Bobs TCP/IP network stack
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
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A. radar
B. conventional oven
C. fire alarm
D. rogue AP
E. LED lights
Answer: B,D
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